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A METHODOLOGY FOR THE EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE ZONING

ABSTRACT. The purpose of the research is to develop a methodology

whereby an objective evaluation of the performance approach to land

use planning may be possible. The methodology includes questionnaires

and a field sheet that relate to the administration process of permit

application and indicators of quality in developments. The methodology

is applied in a case study to two communities on the Oregon coast.

One of these communities utilizes the performance approach to their

ordinance, and the other exhibits a more traditional zoning ordinance,

and as such, serves as the control. The findings tend to indicate

some advantages to the performance approach. The application of the

methodology in other communities to verify results is suggested.
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INTRODUCT ION

As population growth continues in many areas around the country, one

form of growth management that is being considered more and more by planners

is the performance approach. Many of the characteristics of the performance

approach are seen as valuable in assisting communities toward the fulf ill-

ment of their economic and housing goals, while still enabling them to

regulate the quality of growth. Because of this, more communities are

expressing an interest in, or have already adopted, some form of performance

zoning. Due to the increased interest in this technique, it is worthwhile

to compare the use and application of this approach with more traditional

forms of zoning.

Many of the differences between traditional "use" zoning and the per-

formance approach are evident upon initial inspection of the respective

theories. The main distinguishing characteristic is that the performance

approach substitutes quantifiable standards to evaluate proposed uses within

a zone for separation of uses into different zones. In this way, performance

standards regulate the effects of an activity and not the activity itself.

Further, by setting the standards to reflect the desired characteristics of

areas within a community, it is possible to promote flexibility and diversity

while still maintaining or promoting these valued characteristics. However,

differences become more involved as one begins to look at the community-

level application of the two approaches.

The success of any growth management technique is dependent upon its

application and administration at the local level. Although the technique

may have great potential in theory, this does not guarantee it will succeed

when applied in any given community. At this level, many points of view,

values, goals, problems, and personalities come into play when making use of
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a zoning technique. Furthermore, every community exhibits unique combina-

tions of these characteristics, and this is as it should be. However,

this diversity of factors must be realized and considered when attempting

to evaluate any planning technique. It does not render an evaluation

ineffectual, but rather makes it more realistic.

The methodology developed here attempts to look at the performance

approach in relation to traditional zoning with this concept in mind. For

this reason, the methodology looks at the application of the techniques,

not merely a review of the merits of the respective theories.

The parameters used in the methodology developed herein range from

such administration concerns as the amount of time necessary to process a

typical zoning permit application, to traffic safety as an indicator of

quality in developmental design. The methodology is developed to be applied

in two communities, one with a performance-oriented ordinance, and one with

a more traditional form of zoning. The control community is selected for

its similar development and population characteristics. In this way, it

is believed an objective evaluation of the respective processes may be done

as they are applied at the community level.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The use of performance-oriented criteria as an effective land use

control method is not a new concept. O'Harrow wrote in 1951 on the merits

of controlling impacts of industrial activities on surrounding uses by

regulating the effect of the activity, and not the activity itself.' From

this post-Euclidean perspective, varied uses would be permitted to locate

near one another as long as the desired performance of activities within

that area is met. Saizenstein writes that prior to 1957, all cities had

"use lists" within their respective zones. Within these zones, certain uses
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were automatically allowed, and certain uses were automatically disallowed.

He writes that the use of performance standards relates to the "process",

not the "products" of an activity.2

Since that time, performance standards have been utilized in areas

other than the mitigation of effects from industrial activities. C. Thurow

writes that performance controls may be used to, "reduce public hazards,

protect adjoining property owners, maintain water quality, and reduce

future governmental costs from environmental degradation."3 In addition

to the protection of environmentally sensitive lands, performance criteria

have more recently been used to direct all forms of growth within a com-

munity. F. E. Horack writes on their use in residential zoning. His view

is an incremental one in which performance criteria are added to the exist-

ing "use" zones, thus allowing the standards to be included without major

revisions of the zoning package.4 This is the most frequently used applica-

tion of performance criteria and may be found in such areas as Chicago,

Illinois and Duxbury, Massachusetts. Once applied, these standards, as a

whole, serve to regulate traffic, visual impact, noise, lights and other

emissions, overall density, water runoff, and other environmental concerns.5

Here, a quantifiable standard is adopted that any form of development must

meet in order to locate in the area for which the standards are applied,

thereby serving to either regulate or protect an activity or characteristic

of concern to the community. A more comprehensive utilization of the

performance approach is one in which the entire ordinance is rewritten to

incorporate performance criteria that encompasses all activities. This

approach has been adopted in a few areas across the country such as,

Buckingham, Pennsylvania and Bay City, Oregon.

Although more and more communities are incorporating performance stan-

dards in their ordinance, either comprehensively or incrementally, to date
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no formal methodology to evaluate the process has been done.

For many years, research has been done on environmental impact assess-

ment.6 However, the amount of research involved with the evaluation of

community developments, and more specifically the community's ordinance,

are much less prominent.

The initiation of methodologies concerned with the assessment of

developments within a community is quite recent in itself. The National

Model Cities Community Development Director's Association published an

assessment guide in 1975 concerned with evaluating developments for the

purpose of securing federal grant funds.7 The Land Use Institute published

a report in 1974 concerned with measuring the impact of development proposals

prior to construction.8 The Department of Housing and Urban Development

developed a Land Use Intensity System for determining the impact of various

types of developments according to an objective evaluation methodology.9

Even less work has been published on the evaluation of a community's

zoning ordinance. Although many communities receive feedback on their zon-

ing package through various channels, an objective methodology for this

purpose has not been developed to date. The methodology developed here

attempts to look at some of these advantages to ascertain their success in

actual projects of single and multi-family residential, commercial, and

industrial development.

EVALUAT ION PARANETERS

Many indicators of the success or failure of an ordinance at the local

level may be identified. In general, two main areas for consideration may

be identified. These are; the administration process of permit acquisition,

and quality indicators of developments produced under a given ordinance.

Within these two broad categories, a number of evaluative observations may
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be identified.

Administrative Concerns

Although one of the tasks of a community's zoning package is to

direct development towards the fulfillment of that community's goals and

objectives, the package must also serve as a set of guidelines for the

process of permit acquisition. The ease with which the developers, planning

department personnel, planning commission and city council members are able

to work with the permit process is important to the success of the ordi-

nance. If the developer feels unduly restricted or overburdened by the

administrative regulations placed upon him or if he is simply unsure of

what is expected of him, the whole process becomes less effective. Like-

wise, if the planning commission and city council members are unsure of the

tools at their disposal for the guidance of decisions on permit requests,

all parties lose the opportunity for maximization of the process. It is

worthwhile to observe some tangible indicators of this concept to determine

whether a marked difference exists along these lines between the perform-

ance approach and traditional zoning.

The first administrative concern to consider is the amount of time

necessary to administer a zoning permit application. This is a very impor-

tant consideration in that the turn-over rate of a permit application is

an indication of several concerns. It not only points to the efficiency

with which the planning department and planning commission are handling the

number of requests that reach their respective administrative levels, but

more importantly, it is a measure of the appropriateness of the ordinance

in regulating the individual development pressures of the community. If too

many of the permit requests require going through a conditional use or

variance procedure, or if those that don't require the special procedures



are slow in being processed due to the uncertainty of their compliance

with the development regulations, this may indicate a lack of specificity

in the zoning package.

The cost of acquiring various zoning permits is the second adminis-

trative concern that may be studied. Depending upon the community, the

cost of permit acquisition is either covered solely by the developer, or

by the developer and a mixture of local, regional, state, or council of

government monies. Generally, the developer pays the larger share of these

costs in accordance with a fee schedule for the various procedures. Although

the costs are not usually in themselves a limiting factor in the eyes of a

developer, this in combination with time involvement and the additional

costs of submitting the required information for consideration by the commun-

ity may become excessive. Also, if the planning department of the community

must spend too many man-hours processing a standard application, which

translates directly into dollars, this may again indicate a lack of specifi-

city in the standards, or simply the inability of the standards to consider

potential development instances.

The next administrative concern to be studied is the amount of flexi-

bility the development regulations allow the developer. Here, performance-

oriented regulations are seen as having distinct advantages over traditional

zoning. By setting certain standards for any given development, much leeway

is given as to the specific form the development may ultimately take. This

is generally seen as desireable by the developer who may often feel too

tightly restricted in terms of his design choices. It also allows for a

healthy mixture of designs within an area, a characteristic not often found

in many communities. Therefore, flexibility to the developer may be viewed

as a beneficial component of a community's zoning package.
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The last administrative concern covered in the methodology is the

ability of the ordinance's language to be used in findings of fact decisions.

This legal context of a community's zoning package is too often not consid-

ered until it is being tested in the courts. The specificity of a regula-

tion in an ordinance is not only important for comprehension by the devel-

oper, but also for its ability to stand up to the court's scrutiny. The need

for any ordinance to be specific in meaning for all cases, whether it be

performance or traditional, is important for the success of that ordinance.

These four concerns are seen as the most tangible indicators of an

ordinance's overall administrative effectiveness. These are by no means

the only considerations that could be included. Such less tangible aspects

as the planning commission's knowledge of the regulations, and the objecti-

vity and priorities of the decision-makers are all features that affect

the administration of an ordinance. However, the study of such vague con-

cepts would most likely prove ineffectual, and are not indicators of the

ordinance itself. By studying the aforementioned administrative concerns,

it will be possible to determine if any significant differences can be

found in this respect between an ordinance with performance standards and

an ordinance with more traditional standards.

Quality Indicators of Developments

The second main set of parameters employed to evaluate the performance

approach is involved with indicators of quality in developments. It is

important for a zoning technique to be capable of being administered smoothly,

but of even greater significance is the ability of the method to foster

quality developments.

The objective of this portion of the methodology is to perform field ob-

servations and measurements on developments produced in the two comparison

communities. The goal is to ascertain if when given similar developments,



whether one approach tends to produce markedly different design charac-

teristics. By looking at a number of developments, whether it be single

or multi-family residential, commercial, or industrial, a tangible compari-

son of the developments generated by the differing approaches may be

accomplished.

In order to conduct this portion of the study, it is first necessary

to identify those indicators that may be observed directly on the site.

The indicators are chosen to reflect what are considered to be beneficial

design considerations for the various forms of developments. These charac-

teristics are: the amount of open space, traffic and pedestrian safety,

compatibility with surrounding uses, traffic generation, privacy, esthetics,

landscaping, and mitigation of development impacts on any sensitive physical

site limitations. It is believed the existence, or lack of existence, of

these characteristics may indicate inherent differences in fostering these

indicators in developments.

FORMAT

In order to successfully implement the evaluation for both the admin-

istrative concerns and the indicators of quality in developments, it is first

necessary to generate a suitable format. Although several possibilities

exist, the use of questionnaires and a field sheet provide an acceptable

avenue by which the desired information may be obtained.

Questionnaires

The use of questionnaires provides the best mode of inquiry for the

diverse types of questions required under the administrative concerns out-

lined earlier. Although the questionnaire can be a precarious method to

deal with in terms of accuracy and objectivity, its flexibility provides the

researcher a format through which a wide variety of information may be ob-

tained. Since most of the information required for this portion of the study
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is at the ordinal level of measurement, the questionnaire format is seen

as appropriate. Further, in order to specialize the questionnaires for

response by various concerned parties within the communities, it was

necessary to develop three different formats. One questionnaire was

developed for planning staff, one for land owners and developers, and one

for planning commission and city council members.

The questionnaire for the planning staff is mainly concerned with

obtaining factual information (Appendix 1) . The respondents are requested

to enter the time and cost of administering various types of zoning appli-

cations in addition to the number of these applications that the department

has processed. The remainder of the questionnaire is concerned with quali-

fied opinions of the planning department personnel. The planning staff are

asked their professional judgement on the amount of flexibility their ordi-

nance gives the developer, and also the amount of specificity in the ordi-

nance for findings of fact. In addition to these, general impression

questions are included concerning the staffts feelings on the overall

success of the ordinance.

The questionnaire developed for the planning commission and city

council members contains a mixture of questions requesting factual infor-

mation and questions requesting opinions (Appendix 1). The respondents

are asked to relate the amount of time necessary to process various types

of zoning permit applications. The members are also asked the same ques-

tions the planning staff were asked concerning flexibility to the

developer and findings of fact. This is done in an attempt to diminish

occupational bias as much as possible, and also to determine if differences

exist in their opinions along these lines. The remaining two questions

ask for the member's opinions on the success of their ordinance and any

general comments they may wish to make.
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The final questionnaire is developed for response by developers and

land owners. The types of questions are designed to generate responses

on their opinions concerning the process of permit acquisition (Appendix 1).

Since the developers and land owners are the persons with a vested

interest in the procedures, their opinion is believed to relate to the

administrative success of the ordinance. The factual information requested

of these respondents is the number of zoning permit requests they have

submitted for approval in their community, in addition to the time and

cost to them for acquisition of various permits. The respondents are

then asked whether they feel any types of developments are harder to work

with and/or cost them more to work with under the standards in their

respective community. They are also asked the questions on flexibility

and specificity to allow for response on these from all concerned parties.

These three questionnaires serve to obtain a variety of information.

In addition to being asked to submit administrative time and cost infor-

mation, the respondents are given the opportunity to express their opinions

on the workings of their ordinance. With responses from all concerned

parties within a performance-oriented community and a control, it is be-

lieved any administrative differences between these communities and the

processes used in each will be in evidence.

Field Sheet

In addition to the questionnaires, field sheets are used in the evalua-

tion process (Appendix 2). The field sheet is structured to enable the

assessment of the quality indicators of developments previously outlined

simply by making an appropriate entry from choices from each quality indica-

tor. The choices for these indicators are either in the form of a magnitude

or as an appropriate percentage. This structure works quite well for open
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space, landscaping, traffic safety, design compatibility, mitigation

of effects on sensitive physical site characteristics, and pollution

considerations. The provision of recreational facilities is expressed

as a percentage of recreational area per dwelling unit. The final con-

cern addressed is traffic generation, which is measured by applying the

data generated by the Institute of Transportation Engineers. Their

measurements of traffic generation are expressed by the average daily trip

ends for various types of developments.9

The field sheet is developed to be as objective as is possible. By

making use of a fairly tightly structured field sheet, it is believed

that bias of the researcher will be minimized.

CHOICE OF COMMUNITIES

Paramount to the success of the methodology is the proper selection of

the communities to be used. Since very few communities have adopted the

performance approach, the choices are limited in this respect. However,

more success will come of the methodology if the performance-oriented

community has comprehensively adopted the approach. Those communities

that have only incrementally incorporated performance criteria will tend

to exhibit characteristics in their process that can not be attributed

solely to the performance approach. In addition, the more communities that

can be used as "control" case studies, the greater the ability will be to

draw evaluative conclusions on the performance approach.

If a choice of several communities with performance standards exist,

some characteristics of these communities should be considered before

selecting the one to be used. First, the more developmental activity that

has gone on under the ordinance, the better. This will give the researcher

more observations on the process in action. Secondly, prior to selection,
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it is necessary to study the entire zoning package of the potential choice.

It is essential that the use of the performance criteria and the standards

in the development regulations be consistent with the goals and objec-

tives for the various areas in the comprehensive plan. If they are not,

it will be possible to make observations derived from the particular

community's faulty application of the process, and not the process itself.

Although the ease with which an approach may be employed is seen as a

beneficial characteristic of that approach, implementation actions at the

local level need not be associated with the inherent strengths or weak-

nesses of the ordinance, but may be related to personalities of local

officials. Finally, it is desireable to become acquainted with the extent

of involvement of the community's citizens in the zoning process. If

vested interests of a small group of citizens are allowed to affect poiicy

through committees or other ad hoc groups, the resultant decisions of the

community may not be a reflection of the process, but rather a reflection

of these special interests. This type of involvement is not to be confused

with the involvement of citizens in the development of the zoning package

for their community. Their involvement in delineating objectives is essen-

tial in any effective planning process.

Once a performance-oriented community has been identified, the next

step is to identify a community that may be used as a control. The use of

a control is essential to a worthwhile evaluation of the performance approach.

A community that has had success with more traditional zoning techniques

will provide a better comparison of the merits of the respective approaches.

To choose a suitable community for this purpose, several concerns should

be addressed. All of the considerations previously outlined for the selec-

tion of the performance-oriented community apply for the control as well.
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Also, the more closely related the development pressures and economic

base of the two communities, the more meaningful the comparison. Like-

wise, similar geologic and physiographic features tend to induce similar

types of development design. This usually requires spatial proximity.

Finally, it is not expected that two coumiunities may be found that are

identical in all respects. Every community has its own distinct mix of

these concerns. However, by identification and minimization of these

differences, it is possible to reduce as much as possible the distortion

of the study observations.

CASE STUDY

C ommun it i e S

The communities chosen for a case study application of the evaluation

methodology are Bay City and Rockaway, Oregon. Both of these communities

lie along the northern Oregon coast. Bay City has a performance-oriented

ordinance, while Rockaway utilizes a more traditional form of zoning.

Bay City Oregon is a small rural community of 1,150 persons. It is

located approximately 6 miles north of Tillamook and 63 miles south of

Astoria (Fig. 1). The town is situated on sloping hillsides directly

overlooking Tillamook Bay. Since many of its residents commute daily

into Tillamook, single family homes predominate, although there are some

small farms in the area also. The community adopted its present performance-

oriented comprehensive plan and development regulations in September of

1978. The plan basically separates the town into high, medium, and low

intensity zones. Each zone was designated by its physical characteristics,

provision of public services, and the existing land use pattern. Also

incorporated into the plan are shoreline and hazard overlay zones. Each

intensity zone has maximum lot coverage, minimum landscaped and open areas,
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FIG. 1: LOCATION OF CASE STUDY CONI'IUNITIES
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and maximum density standards, in addition to minimum lot size requirements

for sites platted prior to the adoption of the new ordinance.

Rockaway is another small community of only 1,015 persons. The town

is located 9 miles north of Bay City (Fig. 1). Rockaway is situated on

lower coastal lands than Bay City, but does extend up a bluff to the east.

The town attracts a good deal of tourist activity and as such, several

motels may be found. The town also has many single family homes, and,

like Bay City, serves as a bedroom community for Tillamook. The compre-

hensive plan was adopted in September of 1978 and separates the community

into eight "use" zones. These zones range from single family/duplex to

special use areas. Each zone has uses that are permitted outright and

uses that are only conditionally allowed. Each zone also has minimum

lot size and density and setback requirements, all of which are typically

used in traditional forms of zoning techniques.
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Application Procedure

The procedure for implementation of the evaluation methodology

involved distribution of the questionnaires and evaluation of develop-

ments for use of the field sheet. In both communities, a certain amount

of direct interviewing and correspondence was also included.

The distribution of the questionnaires was different for each of the

three audiences. The questionnaires to the planning staff were given

directly to the planner acting as a consultant for both communities

through a bi-county intergovernmental council. The planning commission

and city council members received their questionnaires through distribution

by the city recorder in the case of Bay City, and the city administrator

in the case of Rockaway. The questionnaires to the developers were dis-

tributed directly by the researcher during meetings with them, or by mail

in a small number of cases. All questionnaires came with a self-addressed

stamped envelope and a cover letter explaining the project.

The identification of developments for evaluation by the field

sheets was accomplished for both communities by inquiry of the respective

city recorder and city administrator, and by way of interviews with the

developers themselves. Due to the general economic situation and its

effect on the housing industry, developments in these rural communities

were very limited. In the case of Bay City, two major subdivisions had

successfully gone through the permit acquisition process, but were never

constructed due to housing conditions. However, the use of the approved

plat maps and interviews with the respective developers was sufficient to

obtain the required information. In Rockaway, two subdivision developments

had gone through the process, one of which is completed. The other is

under construction. Due to the rural character of both communities, no
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suitable coimiiercial or industrial developments were available for inclusion.

Findings

The percentage of response for the questionnaires was approximately

68% out of a total of 31 questionnaires distributed. Although the results

from the questionnaires can not be expected to indicate statistical sig-

nificance due to the small number distributed, they can be evaluated to

observe consistencies for particular questions.

Concerning the question as to how long it takes to process various

types of zoning permit applications, all responses from both communities

were the same. All the planning commission and city council members,

developers, and planning department personnel felt it takes less than

five months to process all types of permit applications.

On the question which asked the respondents to estimate the costs

involved in acquiring the various permits, again all responses from both

communities were consistent. They all felt the cost was less than $500.

The responses from these two questions may indicate the need to narrow

down the time and cost alternatives, although these aspects are highly

community dependent.

When asked the question on the amount of flexibility their ordinance

gave the developer, the responses were more diversified (Table 1).

For the question on the use of the respective ordinances for find-

ings of fact decisions, the responses are given below (Table 2).

The question that was asked of the planning commission and city

council members and the planning department personnel regarding their

opinions as to whether they felt their ordinance was succeeding in meet-

ing the goals of their community was answered as follows (Table 3).
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TABLE 1: RESPONSES FOR FLEXIBILITY TO DEVELOPERS QUESTION

BAY CITY; (A) (B) (C)

Limited choice Encourages Requires similar

of how to innovation developments be

develop in design developed similarly

Planning Commission
3 5 2

City Council

Planning
J 1

Consultant

Developers
2

Land Owners

ROCKAWAY:

Planning Commission
7 1 3

City Council

Planning
Consultant_______________________________________
Developers

2 1
Owners

I

TABLE 2: RESPONSES TO FINDINGS OF FACT QUESTION

BAY CITY; (A) (B) (C)

Specific and easy Somewhat open Difficult to use

to use for to because too

all cases interpretation general

Planning Commission
2 6 2

City Council

Planning
1

consultant

Developers
3

Land Owners

ROCKAWAY:

Planning Commission
5 3 3

City Council

Planning
1

consultant

Developers
2

Land Owners
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TABLE 3: RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING SUCCESS OF ORDINANCE IN
MEETING GOALS OF CONMUNITY

BAY CITY; YES it is succeeding NO it isn't succeeding

Planning Commission
8 2

City Council

Planning
consultant

ROCKAWAY;

Planning Commission
City Council

1

7 4

Planning I

consultant
_j ______

The developers were asked some additional questions concerning the

permit process in their respective communities. When asked if they felt

performance standards cost them more to work with than do ordinances with

traditional standards, the answers were as follows (Table 4).

TABLE 4: RESPONSES TO QUESTION ON COST TO DEVELOPER OF USING
PERFORMANCE VS. TRADITIONAL STANDARDS

BAY CITY; Costs more to work with equal costs less

Developers
1 2

Land Owners

ROCKAWAY;

Developers
1

Land Owners

The developers were also asked if they found performance standards

easier or harder to understand as compared with traditional standards

(Table 5).
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TABLE 5: RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING COREHENSION OF
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

BAY CITY; easier equal harder

Developers
2 1

Land Owners

ROCKAWAY;

Developers
2

Land Owners

These are the more important questions asked of the respective part-

ies in Bay City and Rockaway. Other minor questions that were asked such

as whether the developers found any developments harder to work with

under performance standards were inappropriate due to the fact that none

of the developers had attempted more than one type of development in their

communities.

The use of the field sheets was very successful despite the lack of

application potential in the communities. The two major developments in

Bay City, although never constructed, were able to be used as a test of

the data required on the field sheet. Through interviewswith the develop-

ers and use of the final plat maps, enough information was obtained to

complete the field sheets. In Rockaway, one development was completed and

the field sheet was used as it was designed to be. The other major develop-

ment was under construction at the time of the research, and again, the

final plats and interviews with the developer served to generate the re-

quired information.

The most outstanding characteristics of the developments in Bay City

were the generation of open space, and the layout of the streets. Both

developments studied in Bay City had over 15% of the total acreage desig-

nated as common open space, and both utilized a cul de sac street layout
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to minimize traffic movement and provide for pedestrian safety.

The developments in Rockaway were more oriented toward maximum utili-

zation of space. The developments adhered to the minimum lot size and

setback requirements, but little land was designated open space. The

design of the developments in Rockaway were overall quite pleasing esthe-

tically, and the road layouts generally provided for traffic safety.

Although it would have been desireable to evaluate more developments,

the application of the field sheet proved to be an integral portion of the

study and a valuable tool in evaluating a community's land use regulations.

CONCLIJS IONS

There were two basic aims of the research study. One was to develop

a methodology whereby an objective evaluation of the performance approach

would be possible. The other objective was to apply this methodology in

situation.

The development of the methodology proved successful. The basic aim

was to generate some indicators whereby tangible differences between the

performance approach and the more traditional form of zoning would become

evident. In order to accomplish this, the pertinent parameters of the

administration process and the indicators of quality in developments were

identified and organized into questionnaires and field sheets.

The case study application of the questionnaire and the field sheet

provided some interesting results. The responses from the questionnaires

pointed to a few general observations. The majority of the respondents

from both communities felt their ordinance was succeeding in meeting their

goals and objectives. A majority of the respondents from the performance

community felt their ordinance provided flexibility to the developer, the

other community saw it as more limited in the choices it gave the developer.
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Finally, although a greater percentage of the respondents in the more

traditional community felt their ordinance was specific enough for usage

in findings of fact decisions, the difference was not strong enough to

draw conclusions upon.

The use of the field sheets were limited by the lack of development

activity in the communities. From the information gathered, however,

indications were that, all considerations being equal, the performance

approach did generate some characteristics that were not in evidence in

the other community. In Rockaway, both developments studied had less

than 15% common open space provided, while in Bay City, both developments

had 15% or more devoted to open space. The street layout in Bay City's

developments were more geared to internal movement and pedestrian safety

than those in Rockaway. The other main difference found by use of the

field sheet was the amount of traffic generation in relation to surround-

ing uses. Although all four subdivisions when fully occupied would add

considerably to the amount of traffic in the immediate area, the location

of those developments in Rockaway tended to add relatively more traffic

than those in the performance-oriented community. As it relates to the

questionnaire, these characteristics may in part be attributed to the amount

of flexibility given the developer to function with certain bounds, while

still requiring provision of other essential design and placement consider-

ations.

The formats used in this research adequately obtained the desired

information. Minor revisions were made during the implementation stage.

These changes were mainly in the wording of some of the questions to make

them less ambiguous.

rjhen evaluating any ordinance, the community atmosphere plays a big
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role in the information obtained. It is necessary to implement the metho-

dology with this in mind. The local politics were in evidence in some

responses from both communities. Although the effects on these seemed to

be minimal, the potential for altering the conclusions was evident. When

applying any methodology concerned with evaluating a community's ordinance,

this should be considered.

In order for conclusive results to be accumulated, there is a need

for this methodology to be applied in other communities. Its potential as

a process that enables the evaluation of a zoning technique has been shown

by this research.
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-4uestiorrnaire to planning staff (1 of 2).

1..) Pleas. 'ite i the nunbsr of zing erit requests ais'tared y .-our i.pa.t-
sent uer the pred.1t zioa.ce for the ert July 1,1979-u.ly 1,1981,

silRss4eiit±al ?aaily Residontia. Cozroial
Cozpi..t.d Pein Co*ple ted ?eodiog Coap3.e ted Pending Coapl.ted Pending

0uit Us.
Cøiti.a.1. Us.

7a.ria.noe

th.: II______ __ __
2.) Plea.. csck the odil(s) IbiC±I cst olos.Ly apprnxis..tes the total th&tion

of oapleting a. tyicaJ. ?ereit aquisitiost z'ocesa, (cle variacea)
esienti&

Coarcial/1, 000 sq. ft. Lnduaial/t .000 sq. ft.<L. units
1

Le.-t0 units >t0nits

<$500

00.4t .000

51,000+

3.) Are the coets of reit aquisition borne soLe]. b the appUcst?
NO If not, (at a.pproxita .rcenta.ge is

covered by yr d.rextnt?________________________

L) W'nat is the a.prnxi.ta p.ri of ti required to cesa a. tyica.l perm.it
appLication? Plus. ccx the appriat. celJ.(s) on the oUowin iattz,

Roe ide ttia.1
Ccarni&l/1 ,000 sq,!t. Iuatia.1/1 ,000 sq. ft<Li. units i.-t0 unit. >10 unit.

<5 iont.L

5.t0 sontha

t0+sontha

5.) the fi'e tes of d.evelonts Listad abov.,(r iderLtia.l(<Ll.,Li._tO,>t0 units)
ooercia.l industrta.].), are there any that are particularly difficult to
ad2inistar under your or.ina.ac.?

Are thre any that are particularly easy to adein.istex?

Pleas. coat,
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-uestionnaire to planning staff (2 of 2).

6.) ? irxiytn at fiMin of fact in zing p.riita, are the a±aiarda in
yo'. oztna.nce*

a) Sp.cif in a eaay to apply Attrj.y to all oa.es.
b) soca.t open to tnt.rpretati f different am.a.
c) Dtfftnit to 'e. in the e.ns that the sta.cdaxda &n ritarta for

ar. too '.n.re.l.
Pleas. coeaent.

7.) In tar of flexibil.tty to th. developer, d.o th. stcia.rda in your .ord.inancei
a) Give the developer a United nnoic. of iow to develop a piec, of

property.
'o) coursg. innovation in deei, and layout of a. develop..nt, am sll a..

a sixture of taee.
o) Eaaais. a n.pe.ration of use and a. predictable land use patta by

requiring that t 1 1 us.e be developed in a un.i! or fa.sbion.

S.) o you feel your ordinance is succeeding in .eting the oa..ls a.i4 objectivee of
your cosaunity? I_ NO

orty not?

9.) Are there any coants you wisi to cs the nistration procasa under
your ordinance not covered in thin questiooa.ire?
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-ustionnaire to Planning Commission and City Council members
(1 of 1).

t.) Aith .ap.ct to to. approxt. pert tim. a.ceua.ry to process a. zoni
p.rit application onc. it rssoes your level., pleas. c.ck the a.pzopria.t. ceLL,
on the rollowin aaix.

Coition&l Us. iaxianc. Zone ian I Other (apeciry)
lass than
5 zonthe

5-1.0 zonthe
12e than

1.0 ,.ontha

2.) In ter o! riexibility to to. i.v.lop.r, d.c yc feel to. standard., in your
cidinances

a) Dives the developer a. LLiitad ceic. c iow to develop a. pi.c. o
property.

b) Ezcou es innovation in de.in a l.&yot of a developnt, aa lJ.
&S & aiXtUZe of

c) apflasizes a a Mxation of z.s aid a predictaol. laid '.se pattain ty
r.qu.iring that a !1 1 a uses oe deveLoped in a. unifoz fa..siion.

Pleas. :osat.

3.) F arriving at findings of fact in zoning pernitz, are the a idaita in your
dinanc. $

a £p.cific aid easy to apply a1 -'l.y in all cases.
b oithat open to interpretation f different cases.
C fficult to is eca.uas th standazda scd. crit.ria. !ou d.v.lopnt

axe too general.
Ple..s. Cont.

1..) Do yoa feel your ordinance is 8U4c.ed.iag in seating the goals aid cOjectives
of your cosanity?

110

or thy not?

5.) Are there any cOeasn yoia wish to saks on to. adath1atha.tton process under
y ordinance net covered, in this Vaasti.onaixe?
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- uestionnaire to ieve1opers (1. 2).

1.) Ln term of the nuaber of evelopaent projects you h.a.ve submitted for zoning
permits in ay City, please c osplete the f oilowing matrix.

Total Number Number Completed Number in Progress

Sing].e Family Res.

Multi Family Res.

Coaaezcia.].

Industrial

2.) ov many developnent projects of the foilowing type have you submitted for
zoning permits in

Total Number Number Completed Number in Progress

Single Family Rem.

Multi Family Rem.

Comnercial

Industrial

3.) What would you say is the approximate a.aount of tine necessary to scours a.
building perm.tt for a single family development project in 3ay City?

less than 5 months 5.-to months more than 10 months

Li,) What would you say is the approximate amount of tine necessary to secure a
building permit for a. single family development project in

less than 5 months 5-10 months more than 10 months

5.) In tar of permit acquisition, do you feel the ordinance in 3ay City with
its performance standards costs you more to work with than do ordinances
with traditional st4aztia?

costs less equal costs more
Why do you feel this way?
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-uestionnaire to :evelopers (2 of 2).

6.) Do y'ou fio4 srfc. sM-is eaei.x to uthezta sa coaperod
to t itioua1 sta.odarvia?

cagier equal

Thy o s.l thi$ iy?

7.) HAve you fnd any pe ticala.r tTp.(s) of .velopnt pro,j.ct3 that are naxder
to work with under perforce stzndaxts?

yes no

Ifso, icfl ones?
To ma.t wouJ4 you attxibut. th.ie?____________________________________

HAy, you found any ojects easier to work with under perforoc.ac. standards?

yes AO

I! so, thici on..?
To at wou.ld you attributs thi3?

S.) I t.r of axibiuty, do you e.l the perfornce standards i.n the a.y City
ordinance t

a) Div. you a. lluit ndoic. of aaw to develop a piece of op.rty.
b) ncourag. innovation in desii and layout of a dev.lopesnt as U as

a sixte of unes,
c) aaiz. a sepe.ri.tion of unes and a. rdicta.l. land use patt.e cy

requiring that $(!M uses te developed in a unifn fashion.
Pleas. cosnt,

9.) Ln yo opinion, are the s-'-"4'.rds in the 3ay City ordinance
a) Subject to too ac interpretation,
'o) Fair in treating all a.s.s equally.
c) Too specific and in±lexibie.

Pleas.oont,

to.) Ln your opinion, do you fe.l ,.rforaa.nc. st&ndards bays any distinct a4va.ntag.s
and/or di ..ntag.s over troditionaJ. zoning t.ecnigu..? Pleas. List and coant,
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FID £REET (1 of 2)

Date

MunicipalArea

Location

Typeof Development

U tili ties

Number of Units

Date Construction Completed

Description of Development

Description of Surrounding Uses

Common or Public Open Space ( % of total developed area)
5-15%
15% +

Percent Area Lansdscaped:
Parking ( % of total surface area) 0-5%

5-15%
15% +

street ( % of right of way) 0-5%
5-15%
15% +

Structure (averae % of lot) 0-5%
5-15%
15% +

Provision of Recreational Facilities (sq. ft. recreational area/dwelling unit)
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FI1D siia (2 of 2)

Safety:
Street Layout
Separation of Pedestrians and Traffic
Layout of Corners

Design Compatibility:

1-ossibly
Adequate Unsafe Inadequate

Similar to Surrounding Uses ____Conflicts severely w/ Surrounding Uses_____
Not Similar but Screened Conflicts Moderately w/ Surrounding Uses_____

Traffic Generation:(.Sased on trip ends/day/acre averages in comparison with
surrounding uses)

Trip ends/Day/Acre
Higher than Surrounding Uses
Same as Surrounding Uses
Lower than Surrounding Uses

Mitigation of Disturbance on Sensitive Physical Site Characteristics:

Superior Mitigation
Adequate Mitigation

Inadequate Mitigation

N ondiscernible
at

Prop. soundary

N ondiscernible
100 ft. from

Prop. thoundary

N ondiscernible
300 ft. from
Prop. soundary

:;oise

Glare____________

General Comments:
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